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The Issue of Diversification in Federal
Tax Policy
ROY BLOUGH

ZHE idea of discovering an 'ideal' tax, or if not ideal at least the 'best'
tax, and using it as a source of all revenue has been an attractive one to
many people. Every few months a plan for a single tax of one variety or
another appears, and its sponsor is often both irritated and puzzled by the
lack of enthusiasm with which it is received in official circles.

The federal tax system is not likely ever to consist of a single tax. At
the present time there are well over 100 different federal internal revenue
taxes and hundreds of customs duties.' Every important form of tax is
used except export taxes, the property tax and the general sales tax. The
ovenvhelming majority of the internal revenue taxes are on commodities,
transactions, and privileges.

Despite this variety of taxes, a politically important criticism of the
federal t4x system is that it is not sufficiently diversified. The criticism is
directed to the dominance of the income tax as a source of federal revenue.-
The criticism is variously that the income tax is relatively more important
than it used to be, than it is in other national tax systems, and in any event
than it ought to be.3 It is scarcely a clinching argument for greater di-
versity that the income tax is more important than it used to be, and still
less that it is more important than in other national tax systems. How-
*ever, the facts are of interest and will be reviewed briefly before turning
to the important question of the desirability of greater diversity.

Diversity in the Federal Tax System. The relative importance of taxes
on income in the federal revenue system has fluctuated widely over the

Roy BLOUGH, formerly head of the Treasury's Tax Research Division, is Professor of
Economics at the University of Chicago and a member of the Advisory Board of the
TAX LAW REVIEW.

I The exact number of taxes depends on what is counted as a tax. Taxes are difficult
to count because the distinction between separate taxes and different rates for the came
tax is not followed consistently throughout the Internal Revenue Code.

2 An example is the following colloquy between Representative Gearhart (R., Calif.)
and Roswell Magill, Hearings before Committee on Ways and Means on Indiidtal
Income Tax Reduction, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 149 (March 14, 1947) :

"Mr. Gearhart: Now the time has come when we should rewrite the tax bill compre-
hensively so as to eliminate as much injustice, as many of the inequities, as we possibly
can. I think one of the greatest inequities, one of the greatest errors that crept into our
tax system leading up to and throjugh the World War has been the over-emphasis of the
income tax as the principal source of the revenue of this country.

"Mr. Magill: I quite agree with you."

3 Cf. The Committee on Postwar Tax Policy, A Tax Program for a Sohmni Amcrica,
30-38 (1945).
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years. Rising from nothing, the income and profits taxes reached a high
point of 73 per cent of total tax revenue in the fiscal year 1918, were
down to 56 per cent in 1925, up to 66 per cent in 1929, down to a low
point of 27 per cent in 1934, and up to a high point of 81 per cent in 1944,
and down to 71 pet cent in 1947, as shown on the accompanying table.
The reasons for these changes can be summarized as changes in rates,
changes in business conditions and the relative instability of revenues from
the income tax. Space does not permit a detailed examination of the
many factors involved.

The decline from the 1944 wartime peak reflects the fact that the bulk
of tax reduction to date has been in taxes on incomes of individuals and
corporations (including the excess profits tax) . The proportion of in-
come tax revenues to total tax receipts may be expected to fall further as
incomes and profits settle down somewhat from present peak levels. Since
the income tax is a relatively unstable source of revenue, the proportion
of tax receipts from income taxes over a full business cycle would be
lower than in the recent years of inflationary boom. Making allowances
for these factors, however, the income tax is relatively more dominant in
the federal tax system than it was before the war.

Diversity in Fordign Tax Systems. Data comparing the proportions of
tax revenues derived from income taxes in the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, and the United States were inserted in the 1947
House hearings on tax reduction by the Treasury at the request of a
member of the Ways and Means Committee. The figures are for national
governments, and the percentages are summarized in the following table:

PER CENT OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT TAX REVENUES FROM TAXES ON

INCOMES AND PROFITS r

1932 1934 1936 1938 1940 1942 , 1944 1946

United States ............. 56.0 30.2 39.3 52.5 46.6 67.7 86.0 80.2
United Kingdom .......... 50.1 40.1 39.1 42.3 47.9 56.8 59.7 59.3
Canada ................... 22.2 22.4 262 27.0 28.9 47.4 62.5 62.9
Australia ................. 27.6 19.2 16.2 16.3 18.3 45.5 62.8 62.5
New Zealand ............. 36.0 25.7 28.7 34.2 38.2 58.2 62.9 62.2

4 The reductions in various taxes brought about 6y the Reveque Act of 1945 were esti-
mated as follows:

(Millions of
Dollars)

1. Corporation income and excess profits tax ................ 2,900
2. Ivdividual income taxes .............................. 2,644
3. Capital stock and declared value Excess profits ............... 231
4. Automobile use tax ......................................... 140

Items 1), and 2), accounted for 94 per cent of the estimated reduction. 1947 proposed
reductions (H.R. 1 and H.R. 3950) applied exclusively to income taxes.

5 Hearings before the Ways and Means Committee on Individual Income Tax Reduc-
tion (H.R. 1), 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 103-107 (March 13, 1947). The United States
figures are calculated on a somewhat different basis from those appearing in Table 1,
infra.
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1947] THE ISSUE OF DIVERSIFICATION IN FEDERAL TAX POLICY

TABLE 1

FEDERAL TAX REvENUE, SELECTED YEARS, 1913-47

Relative Importance of Three Largest Sources

Second Largest
Largest Source Source

Total Tax Per Cent Per Cent
Revenuc of Tax of Tax

Year (billions) Tax Revenue Tax Revenue

1913 $ 0.7 Customs
1916 0.7 Liquor
1918 3.9 Income
1925 3.1 Income
1929 3.5 Income
1932 1.9 Income
1934 3.0 Income
1936 3.9 Income

1938 5.3 Income
1939 4.7 Income
1940 4.8 Income
1941 6.8 Income
1942 12.2 Income
1943 212 Income
1944 38.8 Income
1945 42.4 Income
1946* 36.3 Income
1947* 34.8 Income

1938 6.0 Income
1939 5.5 Income
1940 5.7 Income
1941 7.7 Income
1942 13.4 Income
1943 22.7 Income
1944 40.6 Income
1945 44.2 Income
1946* 38.0 Income
1947* 36.8 Income

Sources:

48 Liquor 35
34 Customs 29
73 Liquor 11
56 Customs 17
66 Customs 17
56 Tobacco 21
27 Customs 11
36 Liquor 13

EXCLUDINrG E=PLOYMENT TAXES

50 Tobacco 11
46 Liquor 12
44 Liquor 13
51 Liquor 12
65 Liquor 9
77 Liquor 7
85 Liquor 4
83 Liquor 5
78 Liquor 7
75 Liquor 7

Third Largest Per Cent
Source of Totl, From

Per Cert Three
of Tax Largest

Tax Revenue Sur'

Tobacco 12 95
Income 17 so
Customs 5 89
Tobacco 11 84
Tobacco 12 95
Customs 17 94
Tobacco 14 53
Tobacco 13 62

Liquor 11 72
Tobacco 12 70
Tobacco 13 70
Tobacco 10 73
Tobacco 6 80
Tobacco 4 88
Tobacco 3 92
Tobacco 2 90
Tobacco , 3 88
Tobacco 4 25

INCLUDING M2IPLOYMENT TAXES

44 Employment 12 Tobacco 9 65
40 Employment 14 Liquor 11 65
38 Employment 15 Liquor 11 64
45 Employment 12 Liquor 11 6S
60 Employnent 9 Liquor 8 77
72 Employment 7 Liquor 6 85
81 Employment 4 Liquor 4 89
79 Liquor 5 Employment 4 8
74 Liquor 6 Employment 4 85
71 Liquor 7 Employment 5 83

1913-1936, TWENTIETH CENTURY FU.D, FACING Txu. T. Ptcou xu.
1938--1946, Treasury Bulletin; except for 'customs' which is taken from the Secretary's Annial

Report
1947-Bureau of Internal Revenue release, dated July 31, 1947, and Statement by the Pre-idnt

on the Review of the 1948 Budget, Aug. 20, 1947.
After deducting tax refunds.
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4 TAX LAW REVIEW (Vol. 3:

These figures indicate: (1) in all five countries the income tax greatly
increased in relative importance during the war years, (2) the United
States Federal Government derived a greater proportion of its tax reve-
nues from income and profits faxes than did the other countries. A warn-
ing in using the figures is necessary. International comparisons are
notoriously difficult to make and likely to be misleading because of dif-
ferences in accounting and other methods. For example, the United States
figure for 1946 takes no account of refunds of receipts of $3.1 billions,
almost all of which amount was income and profits taxes.' Social in-
surance is financed in various ways; exclusion of the taxes may not cor-
rectly represent the actual situation. Most important of all, only central
or national governments are included; the relative importance of state and
local revenues and of income taxes in these revenues is not shown.! Such
information is necessary to a correct interpretation of the figures.

The Income Tax in Postwar Tax Programs. During and since the War
a number of formal plans for federal postwar tax revision have been
presented by different organizations. Most but not all of these plans were
made during the last year or so of hostilities and before the reductions of
the Revenue Act of 1945. The place of income taxation in these plans
may help to point up the issue of diversity.

Beardsley Ruml and H. Chr. Sonne in July, 1944, proposed that the
individual and corporation income taxes provide $14 billion (which is
77.7 per cent) of an $18 billion total (exclusive of old age security taxes
and unemplo30ment insurance taxes).' This $14 billion figure would be
made up of individual income taxes, a tax on corporate franchises mea-
sured by incomes, and an undistributed profits tax. The point of view
expressed in the memorandum leads to the conclusion that if the authors
were financing a budget higher than $18 billion they would favor raising
a larger percentage from individual income taxes. They specifically stated
that "the graduated, progressive individual income tax should be relied
on as the key source of revenue." '

6 Cf. The Budget of the United States Government for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1948, M55.

7 For example, in the fiscal years ending in 1943, the local (including state and pro-
vincial) taxes in the United Kingdom amounted to only 7 per cent of total taxes, Canada
to 19 'per cent, and the United States to 28 per cent. Relatively little of state and local
revenue in the United States is raised from the income tax. Accordingly, if federal, state,
and local governments were considered as a unit, the degree of diversity in the United
States would be much higher than for the national government alone, while in the
United Kingdom, for example, the addition of local governments would make relatively
little difference in the final result.

8 Beardsley Ruml and H. Chr. Sonne, Fiscal and Monetary Policy, 39 (1944).
Old. at 12.
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1947] THE ISSUE OF DIVERSIFICATION IN FEDERAL TAX rOLICY 5

The research committee of the Committee for Economic Development
in August, 1944, proposed to collect approximately 75 per cent of total
tax collections of $18.7 billion (not including social security taxes) from
personal and corporation income taxes.1" This was the highest budget
presented by them. For a smaller budget, they proposed a lesser propor-
tion from income taxes. The committee proposed that "the graduated,
personal income tax should provide at least half of the total federal
revenues needed." '

Over against these proposals for a federal tax system which would be
strongly dominated by the income and profit taxes, particularly the per-
sonal income tax, are a number of proposals which would lead to greater
diversity in the sources of federal tax revenue. One of these is the so-
called Twin City plan for postwar taxes published in June, 1944.12 In
this plan 56 per cent of tax revenues (excluding social security) were
to come from individual and corporation income taxes. A general retail
sales tax of 5 per cent was to be added to the tax structure.

The Committee on Postwar Tax Policy, of which Roswell Magill was
chairman and Harley L. Lutz director of research (hereafter referred to
as the Magill-Lutz Program) issued a program in July, 1945." Alto-
gether the Committee presented 21 different tax schedules covering three
levels of budgets and three national income levels. Combined individual
and corporation income tax revenues estimated under these plans range
from a low of 65.6 per cent to a high of 81.2 per cent, but most of them
fall in the range between 74 and 78 per cent.

More extreme proposals have been made by individuals. Mlessrs. Hansen
and Perloff in 1944 proposed to raise 65.2 per cent of a $23 billion postwar
budget from individual and corporation incomes."' The $23 billion total,
however, included 5 billion dollars from payroll taxes, and if this were
eliminated to make their figures more comparable with others they would
raise about 83 - per" cent of an $18 billion budget from individual and
corporate incomes.

Mr. Robert Nathan, writing in 1944, proposed that "as reductions are
made in taxes after the war, all such reductions should be made in indirect
taxes rather .than direct taxes." " He includes income, inheritance, and
the estate taxes in the class of direct taxes. He proposed, moreover, that

10 Committee for Economic Development, A Postwar Federal Tax Plan for High
Employment, 39 (1944).

11 Id. at 18.
12 The Twin Cities Plan, Postwar Taxation, 19 (1944).
Is Committee on Postwar Tax Policy, A Tax Programn for a Solvent America.
14AI.viN H. HAKiSEN AND HARVEY PERLOFF, STATE AND LocAL FmAncr Uz; T/im

NATIONU-L Ecoxomy, 256.
15ROERT NATHAN, MOBILIZING FOR ABUNOANCE, 140.
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6 TAX LAW R.EVIEW [Vol. 3:

"the Federal government should retain high income taxes and offer re-
imbursement to states and localities if they will reduce their indirect
taxes." " He suggests retention of "excise taxes on liquors, tobacco, and
the like" to discourage their consumption."

Since there would be little point in offering reimbursement for reduc-
tion in state and local indirect taxes as long as the federal revenue system
contains such taxes, it appears that Mr. Nathan desired that the federal
government be financed almost entirely from direct taxes, adding only
receipts from restrictive excises, and would have the federal government
collect even more revenues than it would require so as to reduce state and
local indirect taxes. Since death taxes yield relatively little revenue at
most, Mr. Nathan thus approaches the ultimate minimum in diversity of
the federal tax system. The federal income taxes would be the sole large
revenue. source.

At what is perhaps the other extreme Professor Lutz early in 1944
proposed to raise only one-third of a total postwar budget of about $15
billion (not including payroll taxes) from individual and corporation
income taxes.'

There are, of course, other proposals for postwar tax systems, but these
should suffice for our purposes. The conclusion may be reached that
although there is wide divergence between the highest and lowest per-
centages of the tax proposed to be raised from individual and corporate
incomes, in most proposals these taxes would continue to supply a pro-
portion of the revenue comparable to that now produced by them.

The Corporate Income Tax and Diversity. The question may have
risen in the reader's mind whether it is proper to treat the taxes on in-
dividual and corporation incomes as one income tax. Strictly speaking,
several specific taxes are levied, some on individual and some on cor-
poration incomes. However, with some exceptions the same definitions
of gross income, deductions, credits and other provisions apply for both
individuals and corporations."0 The difference in rates and the lack of
integration between the corporation income tax and the individual income
tax lead to some double taxation and add an element of diversity to the
federal tax system. Much of this diversity in burden distribution, how-
ever, can be eliminated by appropriate methods of integrating the indi-
vidual and corporation taxes.2" Almost all of the proposals for postwar

16 Ibid.
.7 Ibid.

18 Referred to, Chicago Association of Commerce, Federal Postwar Taxation. a re-
view of significant proposals, 17. See also Lutz, Taxation After the War, CoMM~mmctAx,
AND FINANCIAL CHRONICLE, 2039 (May 18, 1944).

19 I.R.C. §§ 11-15, 22, 23, etc.
20 Richard B. Goode, The Postwar Corporation Tax Structure, U. S. Treasury Depart-
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1947] THE ISSUE OF DIVERSIFICATION IN FEDERAL TAX POLICY 7

federal taxation provide methods of integration, although some of these
are much more effective than others in achieving the burden distribution
and incentive effects which would come from a single income tax. Even
without these changes to integrate the taxes, it is probably safe to say
that the corporation income tax is more nearly like the personal income
tax in burden distribution, administration and incentive effects as well
as in degree of stability of revenue than is any other tax in the federal
tax system.

Alternaetie Methods of Diversification. As a last step before moving on
to a discussion of p6licy criteria, it is of interest to consider the possible
revenue sources from which greater diversity could come. Tax policy is
a problem in alternatives. If the income tax is to be de-emphasized and
revenues diversified, provision must be made so that the revenue goal may
be met. In a period when revenues can be reduced, that is, when the
revenue goal is less than the anticipated receipts, diversity can be in-
creased by applying all reductions to the income tax. That was largely
the result of the 1945 reductions and was the basis of the proposed 1947
reductions.2' The amount of reduction that will be possible is uncertain.
If it is insufficient to produce the desired degree of diversity, income tax
reductions must be offset by increases in other taxes. What other taxes are
available?

Proposals for adding diversity to the federal tax system have usually
been to expand the use of excise taxes, impose a general sales tax, or
both.22 This is not surprising, since the choice of alternatives is much
narrower than might appear at first glance. Export taxes are specifically
forbidden in the Constitution. 3 Property taxes also are not available for
constitutional reasons; they are interpreted as being direct taxes subject
to apportionment among the states according to population," which would
be inequitable and impractical. Other direct taxes on wealth have escaped
Congressional consideration, at least in recent years, for the same reason.
The estate and gift taxes could produce somewhat more revenue than
they do. The impact of these taxes is very uneven among estates because
of various ways of reducing or escaping tax.2

' A general tightening of

ment, Division of Tax Research, 1946; HAROLD M. GnovES, Postwar Taxation and Eco-
nomic Progress, 20-39 (1946); RANDOLPH E. PAU.L, TAXATION YOn PfInOEsmzTy, 345-376
(1947).

21 See note 5, supra.
22 For example, see Committee on Postwmar Taxation, A Tax Program for a Solvent

Alzerica, 148-154. See also Hearings before Committee on W.ays and M1cans on Indi-
vidual icome Tax Reduction, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 150.

23 U.S. CoNsT., Art. I, § 9.
24 Pollock v. Farmers' Loan and Trust Compatiw, 157 U.S. 429 (1895).
2 5 WILLIAM VIcKRFY, AGEXDA FOR PROGRESSIVE TAXATIOx, 203-211. See also, Fcdcral

Estate and Gift Taxes; a proposal for integration and correlation with the income tax,
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8 TAX LAW REVIEW [Vol. 3:

provisions would produce greater revenue and more uniformity. More-
.over, exemptions could be decreased and rates, especially in smaller and
medium-sized estates, could be raised. In any event, however, the in-
creased revenue would not be large in relation to the amounts involved
in the federal budget.2" Even small amounts of increase are not likely;
there may be losses instead. Although the federal estate and gift tax rates
went up relatively much less than the income tax during the war,27 there
are demands that the rates be decreased. 8 Moreover, the states are
pressing claims for a larger share of the federal estate taxes.2" Proposals
have been made that the federal government give up the estate and gift
taxes entirely.8"

Prior to the first World War the principal sources of federal revenue
were customs duties, the tax on alcoholic beverages, and the tax on to-
bacco.3 Substantial increases in revenue from imports could undoubtedly
be secured by lowering the rates,8" although there might be some delay in
revenue increase until world production expands. However, customs
duties are at present dictated by social and economic objectives and not
by the revenue objective, and there is little prospect of an early change
toward a lower tariff policy. Imposing duties or increasing rates of
existing duties on consumption articles which are not produced in this
country, such as coffee and tea, could produce some revenue; " they would
be the equivalent in burden distribution to sales or excise taxes on the
common necessities of life.

a joint study prepared by an Advisory Committee to the Treasury Department and by
the Office of the Tax Legislative Counsel, with the cooperation of the Division of Tax
Research and the Bureau of Internal Revenue, 1947.

26 Collections from the federal estate and gift taxes in fiscal year 1946, were $677
million.

27 Rates were increased 10 per cent by the Revenue Act of 1940, § 206, and were some-
what increased throughout most of the scale by the Revenue Act of 1941, § 401. The
$40,000 exemption and the $40,000 insurance exclusion were merged into a $60,000 exemp-
tion by the Revenue Act of 1942, §§ 404, 413, 454, 455.

28 See for example, statement of Evans Woolen, Jr., before American Bankers' Assn.,
urging that "the trend in estate taxation should be reversed," N. Y. Times, Feb. 4, 1947,

-9 Cf. statement by Governor Alfred E. Driscoll of New Jersey at Round Table on
Tax and Fiscal Policy, Governors' Conference, Salt Lake City, Utah, July 17, 1947.

80 Committee on Postwar Tax Policy, A Tax Program for a Solvent America, 163-
167.

31 See Table 1, supra.
32 But for another view, see statement of Rep. Bertrand W. Gearhart (R., Calif.) in

Hearings before Committee on Ways and Means, Individual Incomne Tax Reduction,
149 (Mar. 14, 1947).

33 In 1940, imports of coffee amounted to 2,061.5 million pounds, and of tea, 96.7
million pounds. Statistical Abstract of the United States, 687-688 (1946). Taxes on
coffee and tea were considered by the Committee on Ways and Means as a wartime tax
measure, but were not adopted.
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The liquor excise is at the highest point in history; ' it is a question
whether it can be administered at present rates without an unacceptably
large volume of evasion."' Certainly there is no prospect of its increase
in the near future. The tobaco excises could be increased to raise some
additional revenue, but the political forces which limited the wartime
increase to one cent a package on cigarettes can undoubtedly prevent
further postwar increases.

The payroll taxes,.were imposed for financing social security. The part
imposed on workers is an income tax, although not included as such in
this discussion because of the special character of the social security
program and its financing. In the light of the repeated rate freezes begin-
ning in 1939,6 the prospect is slim for any increase in the payroll taxes,
especially those imposed on employers, except for the specific financing of
social security programs.

As sources of increased revenue to diversify the federal tax system,
there remain excise taxes other than the traditional liquor and tobacco
excises, and general sales taxes. For any large increase above present
levels even this choice between specific excises and a general sales tax is
largely verbal. To be suitable for specific excise taxation, a commodity
should be used by a large number of people, should have a low elasticity
of demand, should be capable of clear-cut definition, should not have
directly competing non-taxable goods.17 Very few commodities meet these
tests, as appeared clearly when efforts were made during the war to find
new revenue sources. Because -of this fact, a general sales tax, with exemp-
tions, is a much more likely choice than a multiplicity of items subject to
special excise taxes. Of course, in practice the form might be that of a
long list of items subject to low-rate special excise taxes, but the substance
would be that of a general sales tax, whatever the name. A general sales
tax might be at either the manufacturers' level or the retail level,"5 or
conceivably the general turnover tax proposed in connection with the
Townsend Plan for old-age pensions." However, the defects of the turn-

3 $9 per proof gallon.
35 Enforcement during the past few years has been aided by control over the supply

of copper, rationing of sugar; and a high level of employment and income.
3E The latest Act continues the tax rates on employers and on employees at one per

cent each through the year 1949. Pub. L. No. 379, 80th Cong. The original statute pro-
vided for rate increases beyond this level beginning January 1, 1940.

3 See, JENs P. JENsEN, GOV MENr FINANcE 365-69 (1937).
38 See, Considerations Respecting a Federal Retail Sales Tax, Treasury Department,

Division of Tax Research, Hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee on
Revenue Act of 1943, 1124-61.

S1 For one example of the Townsend Plan, see H.R. 1 (1939).
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over tax are so well known that its adoption is probably out of the list of
possibilities."

Criteria for Considering the Diversity Issue. Proposals for tax legisla-
tion usually start with, and in any event quickly give rise to, conflicts of
interest among taxpaying groups.4 In deciding tax issues Congress must
resolve, compromise, or choose among conflicting private interests, To
the extent that the decisions do not have a rational basis, there is not
much that economic analysis can do except to point out the irrationality.
For the most part, however, tax policy decisions appear to be based on
rational criteria. The criteria which have the greatest bearing on the
diversity issue appear to be those indicated in the following questions:

(1) What diversity, if any, is needed to achieve the desired revenue
goal?

(2) What diversity, if any, is needed to achieve equitable tax distri-
bution?

(3) What diversity, if any, is needed to achieve the desired degree of
(a) revenue stability, or (b) revenue instability?

(4) What diversity, if any, is needed to protect and promote economic
incentives ?

(5) What diversity, if any, is needed to accomplish non-revenue or
economic control objectives?

The large majority of tax students and tax policy-makers are in agree-
ment that if a single tax is to be used in raising any given total amount
of federal revenue, the income tax is superior to any other tax in all of
the above respects except that of economic control and that of revenue
stability. The question here is not whether the income tax is better than
another tax on an all-or-nothing basis but whether it is better with one
or more other taxes than standing alone in respect of each of the above
considerations.

Diversity and the Revenue Goal. In times when tax increases are re-
quired to meet the revenue goal, it is no't usual that the whole increase is
derived from income taxes. Along with other reasons for not doing so,
the statement is commonly made that the income tax cannot bear all the
added load. Secretary Mellon took this position in 1932.42 Throughout
the prewar period Secretary Morgenthau condemned the excise taxes, but

40 See, Hearigs before Comnmittee =r Ways and Means, Social Security, 789-790
(1939). See also, SEYMOUR HARRIS, EcoNO mIcS OF SOCIAL SECURITY 57-59 (1941).

41 Cf. Roy Blough, Conflict and Harmony in Taxation, PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERUCAN
PHILosoPIcAL SociTY, Vol. 88, No. 1, 22-28 (1944); JOHN R. Coomos, IN sTIrU-
TIONAL ECONOMICS, 804-840 (1934); T. S. Adams, Ideals and Idealism in Taxaiton, 18
AmERIcAN EcoNomic REVIEW 1-8 (1928).

42 Hearings before Committee on Ways and Means on Revcmc Revision, 72nd Cong.,
1st Sess. 3-4 (1932).
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1947] THE ISSUE OF DIVERSIFICATION IN FEDERAL TAX rOLICY A1

he did not recommend replacing them with higher income tax rates. Each
time they would have expired he acquiesced in their retention until the
revenue situation should permit their repeal."a Was it any real lack of
revenue-producing capacity on the part of the income tax that led to these
recommendations by a conservative Republican and a New-Deal Demo-
cratic Secretary of the Treasury?

One point in the answer is reasonably dear. The revenue producing
capacity of the income tax, averaging good years and bad, is greater than
that of any other tax. The income tax is not restricted to a narrow base,
nor, therefore, to limited revenue as were the tariff and the excises on
liquor and tobacco in the years when they were the predominant revenue
producers. The income tax has the entire income of the nation to draw
on as a possible tax base. Since taxes are ordinarily paid from income,
regardless of the kind of tax base by which their amount is measured,
there is a presumption that whatever revenues are raised from other tax
sources could instead be raised from taxes on incomes. If that pre-
sumption is badly grounded, it must be for reasons other than narrowness
of possible base. Presumably the argument would be that heavier income
taxes would eventually reach a point of maximum returns. When we ob-
serve the income tax rates and exemptions of today in contrast with those
of 1932 or even 1939, we must conclude that the beliefs often expressed
in those days that income taxes had passed their peak of productivity were
exaggerated." Still, this does not demonstrate that there is no limit.

Other things being equal,4" yields of any tax, including the income tax,

43 For example, see testimony of Secretary Morgenthau, Hcarings beforc Cominiicc
on Ways and Means on Revenue RcvLhion, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1939).

"For example, Secretary Mellon and Under Secretary Mills in 1932 expressed the
belief that in "normal times" a top surtax rate of 20 per cent would yield more revenue
than one of 40 per cent. (Hearings before Committee on, Ways and Mcans, on Rcvcnue
Rezfsion, 72nd Cong., 1st Sess. 5, 14 (1932).) See also, testimony presented in June,
1940, before the Senate Finance Committee on behalf of the Committee on Federal
Finance of the United States Chamber of Commerce, by E0lsworth C. Alvord, in the
course of which he said: 'I would suggest... that you .. prepare a permanent long-
range tax system... which will produce the maximum possible revenues for your
Government consistent with your other political and economic policies.... My best guess
is that over a period of ten years, the average revenue which you can get under that
system will not be far from $7 billion annually.... Our existing tax rates are far
above the point of maximum productivity." Hcarings before Senate Committee on
Fiunce, on; Revenue Act of 1940, 76th Cong., 3rd Sess. 90, 97.

45 Other things are seldom equal, which is the reason the effects of tax measures are
so. difficult to determine. For example, the high income tax rates may be imposed to
accompany an increase in government expenditures, which in turn may enlarge incomes so
that instead of the revefiue falling for each percentage point of tax rate, it may rie. The
wartime experience is of course the outstanding example. Recognition of this fact does
not involve any judgment as to the wisdom or lack of wisdom of government
expenditures.
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for each per cent of rate, should be expected to fall as the rate rises, or
at any rate, after the rate has risen to a point justifying full enforcement
efforts. High tax rates tend to reduce the base. This, however, is not the
same as saying that the total yield of the tax declines as rates go up,
which is the phenomenon of "diminishing returns." A one-tenth increase
in rates would have to result in more than a one-tenth decrease in the tax
base to reduce the total revenue. This might happen in taxes with narrow
bases, such as specific excises or import duties, where the taxpayer could
substitute something else for the taxed article. For it to happen in a
general income tax would require either greatly increased tax evasion (in
which the legal tax base is hidden from the taxing authorities), tax avoid-
•ance (in which income recognized for tax purposes is transformed into
income not so recognized, such as tax exempt interest, or taxed at lower
rates, such as capital gains), or tax repression (in which the income is
prevented by the high tax from coming into existence)." Undoubtedly
these factors would at some point bring about diminishing returns at
least in some rate brackets. However, in testing the revenue capacity of
the income tax the problem is not whether top bracket rates have reached
the point, of maximum or even of diminishing returns, but whether the
tax as a whole has adequate revenue-producing capacity after making such
adjustments as stopping up legal loopholes, improving enforcement, and
lowering any rates which may be above the point of -maximum return.
There is little evidence indicating that the income tax has reached or passed
its revenue-producing limits in this sense.

A somewhat separate matter is whether under given economic condi-
tions a general reduction in taxes would increase revenues. The extensive
analysis required for an adequate discussion of that point makes it
necessary to omit it here.

Diversity and Equitable Tax Distribution. A conclusion that the in-
come tax can raise all the needed revenue does not mean that this would
necessarily be desirable. A second test of a tax policy is the equity of the
distribution of the burden. So our second question is: What supplementa-
tion, if any, does the federal income tax require to achieve equitable tax
distribution?

The accuracy with which tax burdens can be apportioned among people
according to any desired pattern is one of the chief points of superiority
of the income tax over all other taxes. Income is the chief source and
measure of taxable capacity. By intelligent manipulation of deductioni,
exemptions, and rates it is possible if desired to recognize the different
responsibilities of families of different size, the greater taxable capacity

46 Tax evasion, avoidance, and repression will be discussed further in later sections.
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represented by higher bracket incomes, and the greater ta:x-paying ability
represented by investment income. The often-criticized complications of
the income tax occur in part because of the tendency to add special, new
provisions to the tax law rather than to thoroughly revise and integrate
the whole. Mostly, however, income tax complications grow out of efforts
to apply the tax in accordance with taxpaying ability in a complicated
world.

In saying that the income tax is superior to other taxes in its adapta-
bility to desired burden distribution is not necessarily to imply that the
existing burden distribution is equitable. Tax justice is largely a matter
of social values, and people differ in their views as to what is equitable.
But the fact that distribution is at present according to a pattern that
some may not like does not mean that the income tax is not adaptable to
some other pattern. By increasing, decreasing, or wiping out exemptions,
adjusting rates, changing the definition of gross income and modifying
deductions and credits, the legal tax liability can be allocated in almost
any desired fashion short of singling individuals out for special treatment.

Despite its superiority the income tax is subject to certain difficulties
in practice which prevent the actual burden distribution from reaching
the degree of perfection possible in the distribution of tax liability.

In the first place, incomes and exemptions do not always mean the same
economic reality to people in urban areas and to people in rural areas, or
to people in different regions. Not only different costs of living but dif-
ferent ways of life make nationally uniform exemptions and rate schedules
inadequate to impose equal burdens on equal abilities. In general, rural
America is relatively undertaxed by the income tax." It is at least possible
that the distribution could be improved at the expense of greater compli-
cation in defining gross income and deductions, but the whole problem
could hardly be solved in this manner.

However, to call attention to this defect does not point to the form of
tax diversity that would cure it. The present writer has not observed any
proposed taxes which, if added to the federal system, would balance the
income tax in this respect, without diminishing in other at least equally
important ways the adaptability of the income tax to desired burden
distribution.

A second defect of the income tax in its adaptability to any desired
burden distribution is the fact that it cannot directly reach accumulated
wealth. Wealth may be an important source or at least measure of in-
dividual taxpaying ability. The nearest the income tax can come to recog-

4 7 Which is not to say that farmers are undertaxed considering federal, state and local
taxes combined.
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nizing the ability to pay inherent in wealth, is to place a higher rate on
income from property than on income from personal services. Not only
has this proved difficult in practice but it does not really solve the problem,
since income from wealth is not necessarily proportionate to the value of
the wealth. Because the Constitution, as interpreted, prevents any direct
taxation on wealth, the estate and gift taxes have been our principal
methods of directly reaching the wealth element in ability-to-pay. Present
methods of applying these taxes leave much to be desired, but these defects
of estate and gift taxation need not concern us here. * Methods are avail-
able for improving these taxes as a means of distributing tax burdens in
accordance with wealth if that end is desired.48 The income tax could
then be supplemented by appropriately devised estate and gift taxes in
order to distribute the tax burden in whatever manner is desired. Pro-
ponents of greater diversity in the federal tax system have thus far shown
little interest in this kind of revision.

A third respect in which the incorfie tax may fail to be adaptable to the
desired burden distribution is administrative in character. It concerns
the difficulty of enforcing income taxes where the withholding tax pro-
cedure is not feasible. The bootleggers and black market operators can
perhaps be overlooked, as they are only incidentally income tax violators.
The fashionable surgeons and other professional men who are caught lead
us to wonder how many get away.49 A preference for cash over checks by
certain doctors is a bad sign. So is the intense interest of many taxpayers
in finding loopholes in the tax laws. And under present enforcement
practices farmers, self-employed, farm laborers, and domestic servants
certainly escape taxes in large numbers. It is not suggested that the in-
come tax cannot be imposed on such incomes. However, a substantially
different and more expensive adMinistrative procedure than now employed
will probably be necessary if the tax is to be equitably and effectively
imposed on certain large groups of income recipients.

High rates of income tax encourage efforts to escape the tax. Evasion
of a downright illegal character is made more worthwhile. Moreover, with
the complicated tax laws necessary in a complex economy, there are many
methods on the border-line of legality which taxpayers are encouraged by
high rates to employ. These can usually be eliminated by prompt action
of Congress. Such action i& often difficult to achieve. Resentment against
high rates which are deemed politically necessary may lead to the creation
of loopholes rather than to closing them. Here again, to the extent that

4 8 WILLIAM VICKREY, AGENDA FOR PROGRESsivF TAXATION, (1947).,
49 Examples of tax evaders who were caught are reported from time to time in

Treasury Department press releases. See for example, Treasury Department Press Ser-
vice No. S-444, for release August 27, 1947.
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lowering high rates may be necessary as a cure, it can be done within the
framework of the income tax as long as the total required revenue is not
too great.

The previous discussion leads the present writer to the conclusion that
except for the estate and gift tax the addition of other taxes to the income
tax can add little in making the federal tax system more adaptable to the
desired burden distribution. This view is by no means universally shared.

Stability or Instability? Another consideration is that of revenue sta-
bility or instability. Can we get the desired.degree of stability of revenue or
instability of revenue through the income tax, or is greater diversity of
tax sources needed to achieve this purpose? To answer this question, we
need to know which, stability or instability of revenue, is to be the desired
objective of tax policy. Each has its vigorous advocates.

Under traditional fiscal policy in which emphasis is placed on the
achievement of an annually balanced budget, revenue stability is considered
a desirable characteristic of the federal tax system. The 1932 recom-
mendations of Secretary Mellon previously referred to, were entirely in
that tradition.

Of the recent tax studies the one which most strongly supported revenue
stability is the Magill-Lutz Committee Report:

Revenue stability is an important %factor in the tax program wlich we are
proposing for the postwar period .... 'In our opinion the economic craft
which carries us all is capable of righting itself after the wave-like variations
that beset it, and a revenue system devised to supply all reasonable needs
under a considerable diversity of economic circumstances will assure far
greater buoyancy than can be provided by addition to a public debt already
so large as to be a subject of grave concern.

The report goes on to point out that

the principal characteristics of a tax system whereby revenue stability is likely
to be attained is diversity in the methods of taxation.5°

The income tax itself may be designed to produce much more stable
revenue at fixed tax rates than the present rate structure produces. The
yield from a proportional income tax with no exemptions, for example,
would be much more stable than the yield from the present system. How-
ever, since incomes are less stable over the business cycle than are expendi-
tures for consumption, even a proportional income tax would yield less
stable revenue than taxes which fall on consumption, especially on general
consumption of necessities. If revenue stability be an important purpose,
diversity can help to achieve it.

50 Committee on Postvar Tax Policy, A- Tax Program for a Solvent Amcrica, 30-31
(1945).
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The deliberate enlargement of revenue instability, on the other hand,
is a highly regarded technique of compensatory fiscal policy."1 The larger
the tax payments in boom times, the greater the anti-inflationary effect
of taxes. The smaller the tax payments in depression, the less the defla-
tionary effects of taxes. These results are most powerful when the varia-
tions in tax payments occur in taxes on income groups which spend the
largest fractions of their incomes, i.e., the low income groups. While
all advocates of compensatory fiscal policy appear to favor instability of
revenue, there are differences of.opinion among them as to how important
such variations are and what methods should be employed to produce
them. One major point of difference is whether tax rates should be raised
in boom periods and lowered in periods of underemployment.

One position is that revenue instability should be built into the tax
structure so that without any changes in the tax rates the revenues auto-
matically would be much higher in boom years than in depression years.
Revenue instability of this character underlies the fiscal policy proposals
of Messrs. Ruml and Sonne, and probably of the tax report of the C. E. D.
To achieve a high degree 6f automatic instability in revenue requires the
use of highly unstable taxes. Probably a progressive individual income
tax and a corporation income tax (at proportional rates or at rates pro-
gressive to much higher income levels' than at present) would give the
maximum automatic instability.

The other position is that tax rates should be flexible. Variations in
revenue yields over the business cycle would be achieved largely through
rate changes, rates being reduced in depressions and raised in boom times.5"

This is the very opposite of the rate flexibility practiced under traditional
fiscal policy. The addition of flexible rates to automatic instability greatly
increases the degree of instability attainable since tax revenues can be
reduced to zero if desired. Moreover, it permits less emphasis on a tax
structure designed to produce unstable revenues and allows more emphasis
on other considerations than if no flexibility is employed.

The policy of employing flexible rates does not add any necessity for
diversity in the federal tax system. The individual income tax, and es-
pecially that portion withheld at source, is perhaps best adapted of all
taxes to the application of flekible rates. Corporation income taxes, manu-
facturers' sales taxes, and specific excise taxes are not very well suited for
the application of flexible rates. The expectation of stable rates of tax on
business reduces uncertainty, which would be increased by frequent
changes in corporate income tax rates. The corporate income tax, more-

51 See A. H. HANSEN, ECONOMIC POLICY AND FULL EMPLOYMENT, 140-43 (1947) for
a recent statement.

52 Ibid.
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over, does not have a direct and immediate impact on consumer purchases.
Manufacturers' sales and excise taxes do affect consumer prices and pur-
chases directly and immediately. However, when the rates of tax are raised
or lowered, compensating taxes or refunds should be provided for goods in

the hands of wholesalers and retailers."3 This is expensive and confusing
and if done frequently would add the administrative and compliance prob-
lems of retail sales taxes to those at the manufacturers' level.

About the only tax other than the individual income tax that is adaptable
to rate flexibility for counter-cycle purposes is the general retail sales tax.
In order to make much of a variation in tax on consumer purchasing power
between boom and depression, this tax during boom periods would have
to be levied at relatively high rates and be subject to wide rate variations,
because of its relatively high innate stability of yield.

Diversity and Incentive to Work, Ma agc, Invest, and Take Risks.
Perhaps the brave new postwar world will be one of unlimited buoyancy
and expbnsion. Perhaps the problems that troubled us during the prewar
depression will be little more than the memories of bad dreams. In that
case, we can turn to our other troubles. But, in the meantime we should
not disregard problems that on the basis of experience seem likely to con-
front us. Recurring unemployment-perhaps even chronic unemploy-
ment-is in that category. Minimizing the repressive effects of taxation
on'employment becomes thus a major tax consideration. Our task here is
to inquire whether diversity of the federal tax system is required to avoid
or minimize the repressing effects of taxation on employment.

In considering its effects we must distinguish the income tax at moderate
rates from the income tax at very high rates. At moderate rates the in-
come tax has long been considered by economists to have less undesirable
effects than excise taxes, sales taxes, or business taxes measured by gross
receipts rather than net income. The income tax exercises the minimum
of distorting effects on the use of resources both at the demand level and
at the production level. It results in the least loss of consumer surplus. It
causes the least discrimination among competitors. It has the least ten-
dency to drive business into bankruptcy. In short, the general net income
tax has been considered the most neutral in its incentives on business opera-
tions and individual economic decisions-and the individual income tax is
superior to the corporation income tax in that respect.

Taxes may impede production and employment in a variety of ways.
Most important are their 'effects in reducing consumer demand and re-

53 Cf. H.R. REP. No. 1106, 79th Cong., Ist Sess. 12, which discusses the provision pro-
viding refunds on floor stocks when excise tax rates are lowered. Revenue Act of 1945,
Sec. 302.
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ducing inducements to work and take risks. Unfortunately it is very
difficult to avoid reducing demand and also inducements at the same time.

The income tax is almost ideally adapted for avoiding tax repression
on consumer demand, since through exemption and rate adjustments the
tax can be made relatively light on persons in the lower income groups,
who in general spend on consumption the largest proportions of their
incomes. Sales and excise taxes, on the other hand, would for the most
part impose relatively the heaviest burdens on such persons. Accordingly,
if the objective is to minimize the repression of consumer demand by
taxes, a tax system without diversity does it better than a diversified
system.

High rates of income taxes, particularly on larger incomes, reduce the
source from which savings are made. This might conceivably seriously
threaten the growth of new capital. On the other hand savings out of
current income which do not find their way promptly into new capital,
reduce the demand for goods and accordingly production and dmploy-
.ment. It is doubtful whether the total volume of savings is likely to be
too low under 20th century conditions. Undistributed corporate profits, a
banking system with room for expansion, and the tendency of individuals
to save, would seem to assure at least adequate savings except in time of
war and in other inflationary periods. However, business expansion may
still be hampered by lack of capital, since the savings may be in the hands
of the wrong people for the needed investment, and since investment of
savings may be impeded. It is indeed the willingness to invest rather than
the available volume of savings which is the more important limiting
factor."4

High rates of income taxes adversely affect the incentives for working
and taking risks, by reducing the net return for effort and risk. In, the
case of investment the effect on the return for risk is the most important
one. The discouragement which high rates of income tax place on the
taking of risks is decreased as the provision for the offset of losses against
other income becomes more complete." The income tax could be greatly
improved in this respect. 6 The discouragement which high rates of in-
come tax place on working arises from the competition in the worker's
mind between increased leisure and increased income. Discouragement of

54 Indeed actual savings, as distinguished from attempted or intended savings, are
themselves limited by the volume of investment. Cf. J. M. KEYNES, TnE GENERAL
THEORY OF EmPLOYMENT, INTEREST, AND MONEY, 61-65 (1936).

55 See, Evsey D. Domar and Richard A. Musgrave, Proportional Income Taxcation and
Risk-Taking, 58 QUARMTRLY JOURNAL OF EcoNomics (May, 1944).
6 See, TAX IN STiuTE, INC., How SHOULD CORPORAoNS im. TAXED? (1947). This

book is useful in connection with much of the subject-matter of this paper.
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management, which has been stressed in recent months, involves both the
risk factor and the leisure factor.

How important the income tax is in reducing incentives has not been
studied in a definitive way. The important point here is that the income
tax taken as a whole is probably not high enough seriously t'o affect in-
centives. If some parts of the tax do so the adjustment can be made
within the income tax without the necessity of further diversity.

Diversity and Non-Revenue Objectives. Economists and students of
taxation are divided on the question of whether taxation should be used
to promote economic control objectives. However, Congress has been
under no restraint in the matter, and has used taxation for economic
control from 1789 on.57

The most important economic control objective has been the protection
of specific industries from competition, either foreign or domestic. Our
system of import duties has long since ceased to have much revenue sig-
nificance. Tariffs are imposed for protection and for the most part,
revenue is a minor consideration. A few internal revenue taxes, notably
that on oleomargerine, are imposed also largely for the purpose of pro-
tecting an industry from its competitors.

It will be observed that protection of industry has been accomplished
not through inconme taxes but through import and excise taxes. The in-
come tax being a general tax applied to net income has, as we have previ-
ously seen, a rinimum of distorting influence. The objective of granting
protection to an industry requires a tax which will have a distorting in-
fluence. Accordingly, to the extent to which protection of industries is an
accepted objective, it will be necessary to retain other forms of tax than
the income tax. From their restrictive nature, however, they are not likely
to be large revenue producers and accordingly will not do much to show
diversity in the revenue picture.

A second objective of economic control which has been adopted from
time to time, is the use of taxation to discourage consumption of specific
commodities deemed to be harmful. Thus, we have a very heavy tax on
opium, and the taxes which are imposed on narcotic drugs are used as the
basis for supporting a detailed system of regulations. The tax on alcoholic
beverages is often justified because of the optional character of the con-
sumption of such beverages. It is not improbable, however, that many
people look upon a heavy alcohol tax as desirable because of its restrictive
effect on alcohol consumption. In Great Britain it appears that alcohol
taxes were imposed with the specific purpose of cutting down drunkenness
in the population. 8

5 See TWENTITrH CETURY FuND, FACING THE TAx PoDLE?% 129-214 (1937) for
a discussion of the use of taxation as an instrument of social control.

58 URsULA K. HICKS, PUBLIC FINANCE 144 (1947).
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Here again, the achievement of an economic objective requires use of
taxes other than the income tax. There are, however, only a very few
goods and services the use of which society seeks to discourage; accord-
ingly, it is not likely that any extension of such taxes beyond their present
level will be called for to support this objective.

Another non-revenue objective which has undoubtedly entered into the
consideration of progressive rates of tax on incomes and estates is the
desire to reduce the inequalities of wealth and income."' The income tax
is the most suitable tax instrument for reducing inequalities of income,
while a combination of the income tax and the estate tax can be employed
to reduce inequalities of wealth. The amount of revenue from the estate
tax necessary to achieve the desired decrease in inequality of wealth will,
of course, depend upon the amount of equalizing desired. For the most
part the desire is to reduce very large fortunes; since there are not very
many of these, the amount of revenue involved is not likely to be sufficiently
large to increase greatly the diversity of the federal tax system.

Diversity and Federal-state Fiscal Relations. The greater the number
of taxes used by the federal government, the greater the conflict or dupli-
cation of taxes between the federal government and the state government.
The federal and state governments have shown no hesitancy about enter-
ing the fields which the other had already tapped. Thus, the federal
government has gone into the taxation of gasoline, while state governments
have gone into the taxation of tobacco. If the federal government were
to impose a general retail sales tax, the extent of the duplication would be
greatly increased as 29 states impose such a tax."0 Adoption of a federal
manufacturers' sales tax would constitute direct duplication in 6 or more
states which apply sales taxes or their equivalent at the manufacturing
level, and indirect duplication for other states which impose retail sales
taxes, since the manufacturers' sales taxes would constitute a duplicate
sales tax paid by the final consumer. If the amount of the sales tax im-
posed'by the federal government were separately quoted in retail sales as
is the case with certain of the articles subject to manufacturers' excise
taxes, for example, electric light bulbs, the duplication would be direct so
far as the consumer is concerned.

Over the next few years, the state and local governments are likely to
need every source of revenue which they can successfully impose. State
governments are at a considerable handicap in imposing income taxes on
both individuals and businesses. In part, the handicap arises from the
administrative difficulty a state has of finding people and of allocating

59 Cf. HENRY C. SIMONS, PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION vi-vii (1937).
60 Treasury Department, Division of Tax Research, Federal-State Tax Coordination,

Table 19 (July, 1947).
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personal and business incomes among the states. In part, the handicap
arises from the danger of driving people and businesses from the state
because of higher income taxes than are imposed in other states. The
federal government is able to exploit the income tax as a source of revenue
to a much greater extent than can the states. A high tax rate in one or a
few states may interfere with the use of the tax by the federal government,
since Congress is sensitive to combined federal and state tax burdens.

States by and large are able to impose sales and excise taxes successfully.
Some difficulty arises out of interstate commerce, but for the most part
this has been solved, for example, in the case of the gasoline tax. A very
productive state sales tax need not be sufficiently high in rate to promote
a great deal of interstate purchasing, although some of this goes on.
Certain of the taxes, for example, the tax on local admissions, can be
administered equally as well by the state or local governments as by the
federal government.

Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that proposals have been
made that the federal government withdraw to the greatest extent possible
from the excise tax field, leaving this source of revenue for the exploitation
of the states.6 Whatever may be the outcome of this effort to reduce the
federal use of excise tax sources, mutually helpful federal-state fiscal
relations would not be promoted by expanding the federal use of excise
and sales taxes.

Political Aspects of the Diversity Issue. It has been pointed out above
that a general sales tax and its practical equivalent, a long list of excises,
are about the only available methods of diversifying the federal tax
system. Observation of the political situation today suggests the conclu-
sion that at least in some quarters the proposal to diversify the federal tax
system is part of a larger campaign to introduce a federal general sales
tax. This campaign does not necessarily grow out of any great admiration
for the sales tax. The underlying objective appears to be that of reducing
greatly the rates of income tax in the higher brackets. The decision to
promote the sales tax rather than to rely solely on revision of the income

61 For example, see statement by Horace Hildreth, Governor of Maine, following the

Round Table on Tax and Fiscal Policy, at the Governors' Conference, Salt Lake City,
Utah, July 14, 1947: "Tax studies by experts, with which I agree, indicate that it would
be desirable for the federal government to withdraw from the so-called nuisance tax
field, in favor of the several states and leave to the states such taxes as gasoline taxes,
alcoholic beverage taxes, amusement and admissions taxes and luxury taxes:'

A joint conference of thirty United States Congress members and Governors, meet-
ing under the sponsorship of the Governors' Conference of the Council of State Govern-
ments, on September 27, 1947 reported that "This conference is of the opinion: (1)
that the Federal government should reduce Federal excise taxes as soon as practicable.
. .." N.Y. Times, Sept. 28, 1947.
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tax itself appears to rest on the following beliefs as to public tax reaction :
first, that the majority of people will insist on a continuation of a rela-
tively high degree of income tax rate progression so that substantial re-
duction of rates in the upper brackets would necessarily be accompanied
by proportionately still greater reduction in the lower brackets; second,
that people think about the burdens of the income tax and the sales tax as
separate matters and do not accurately combine the burdens in making
their political decisions; and third, as a corollary, that the majority of
people would accept a sales tax combined with an income tax having a low
maximum rate and an apparently high degree of progression, while they
would reject an income tax with the same low maximum rate and rela-
tively higher rates in the lower brackets. Of course, so far as burden
distribution is concerned, the combination sales and income tax would
be heavier on the bulk of the people than would the income tax alone, and
would not recognize differing family responsibilities, but apparently it is
believed these facts would not be decisive in determining public opinion."

The strategy that would seem to be indicated by this political judgment
would be first, to induce acceptance of a substantial rate reduction in the
higher income brackets while raising exemptions and cutting rates sharply
in the lower brackets. Such action would reduce revenues more than the
revenue goal would permit; while this might not be clear at first, it would
shortly become obvious. The strategy then would presumably be to in-
troduce a general sales tax or its equivalent as the proper method to raise
the needed revenue and balance the budget.

It will be interesting to observe over the next year or so to what extent
this political strategy is followed and whether the political judgment on
which it rests proves to be a sound one.

62 Sales and excise taxes have long been objected to because they are hidden and the
taxpayer is not conscious of them. For example, Henry C. Simons in 1943 recommended
"elimination or radical reduction of excise taxes (especially on beer, tobacco, admissions,
liquor, etc.) as an element in the federal revenue system." He went on: "My main
objection to these levies, incidentally, is that they are paid without an awareness of their
heavy burdens.... the revenue devices of political cowardice." NATIONAL TA% Asso-
CIATION, PROCEEDINGS OF 36TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE, p. 440 (1944).
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